For the Student: Writer's Help

Writer's Help is an external software application that will help you to improve your writing. This tool will benefit you in this course and throughout your academic career. It will also better prepare you for the professional world, where you'll find that polished and professional written communication is essential to success.

Watch the short video below that explains a bit about Writer’s Help.

Understanding Learning Curves
While the short video orientation to Learning Curves below looks a little different from how the interface currently looks, it explains how powerful this tool is and what you will get out of it. Instructors and students appreciate Learning Curves because they put the student in the driver's seat and gives immediate and useful feedback.
Students appreciate how they get immediate feedback to improve their knowledge and skills. Here's a brief video on what students just like you have to say about this feature in Writer's Help!

Depending upon what your instructor assigns, you'll find that Writer's Help has quizzes, interactive exercises, and a lot of helpful content and explanations on all areas of writing.

**Additional Resources**

For more information, check out the [Writer's Help Support Community](#). Using the *Table of Contents* on the right hand side, click on *Learning Curve* and/or *Writer's Help 2.0*.

**NOTE:** SJSU provides Writer's Help to all students at no charge. Ignore anything in the support community about purchasing access, trial access etc., as well as the links to the other Macmillian products listed there.